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PLEASE READ CAREFULLY :

13 CRYSTAL SKULLS ATTUNEMENT is channeled and
copyrighted by Soul Unfoldment 2009. All artwork in this
manual is channeled by Hari Andri Winarso.
13 CRYSTAL SKULLS ATTUNEMENT is NOT affiliated with
any other Reiki system and others healing systems that may
or may not already exist at the present time or in the future.
There is a set fee of US $25.99 for the 13 CRYSTAL SKULLS
ATTUNEMENT. Please do respect the energies and time and
work that went into channeling this system and bringing it to
you, and charge a reasonable price as you are guided.
This System Is Not For Attunement Exchange, Swaps, Or
Other Names.
Do not change any part of this manual. Please ask
permission of the founder before translating the manual.
May this system to be usefull for your life, helpful to your
goals, purposes, and desires about your life.

Much Love & Blessings,

Hari Andri Winarso
Multiple Holistic Healing Master Teacher

www.soulunfoldment.com
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INTRODUCTION

One of archaeology's most compelling mysteries is that of the 13 Crystal Skulls. Skulls have
been one of the most powerful objects of symbolism in human history, all over the world.
Several "perfect" crystal Skulls have been found in parts of Mexico, Central and South
America. Together, they form a mystery as enigmatic as the Nazca Lines, the Great
Pyramids and Stonehenge.
These skulls are believed to be
between 5000 and 35000
years old.

During early

expeditions,

archaeologists

were told by locals that the
skulls
powers

possessed
and

magical
healing

properties. However, people
were unsure as to where they
came from, or even why they
existed. Some like to believe
that these were remains from the lost civilization of Atlantis. Others like to believe these
are fakes. And yet another group of psychics believe that these skulls have the capability to
enable us to look into the past, present and future.
Historians and social anthropologists decided to find out more about the strange skulls.
Very soon, they came across an ancient Indian legend saying that there had been thirteen
crystal skulls of the Goddess of Death; they had been kept separately from each other under
the strict control of pagan priests and special warriors.
Searches for more skulls started; some of them were found in museums and some in
private collections not only in the USA, but in Mexico, Brazil, France, Mongolia, and in Tibet.
There were more than 13 skulls found. However, not all of them were as perfect as
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Mitchell-Hedges- was. Very likely, those were just later attempts to create something
similar to the original skulls that were believed to have been gifts by God to the people.
The very construction and make of the skulls defies common logic. There are several
crystal skulls in existence today around the world.
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13 CRYSTAL SKULLS ATTUNEMENT

It is a system which align and attune you with The 13 Crystal Skulls energy. 13 Crystal
Skulls energy is a pure and powerful Divine energy. During the process of attunement
perhaps you will feel frightened, smell or hear something. Don't be affraid because that is a
normally reaction when you accepted this attunement. Even you don't feel anything, don't
worry ... because when you have done take this attunement, you have attune with the 13
Crystal Skulls energy.

BENEFITS OF 13 CRYSTAL SKULLS
Cleans the negative energies in ourself and the environment.
Increase and strengthen our healing abilities and energies.
Helps to activating our Third Eye Chakra and strengthen the psychics abilities.
To heal all diseases.
And many other benefits.
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13 CRYSTAL SKULLS ACTIVATION :
This is a simple way to activate the energy of 13 Crystal Skulls. You don't need to have the
real crystal skulls and or chant a mantra anything to activate the energy. Only with an
intention the energy will active. Also you can fused this energy kind with other energy
systems in your healing session for another. But you must fused this energy kind only with
universal life force, divine energy, or pure human energy. Don't try to fused this energy
with genie / djinn energy !

ACTIVATION :
This is also as a Self Healing/cleansing Session, and when you activate the 13 Crystal Skulls
energy, the energy will cleans your environment too :
1. Sit on a comfort position, but keep your spine straight.
2. Think : "13 Crystal Skulls active !"
3. Silent, let the energy is flow by itself in your whole body.
4. Let the energy flow by itself. This process will done about 10 minutes.

HEALING SESSION FOR ANOTHER :
Cleanse the area you will be doing the healing session. You can using Reiki, or you can
activate the 13 Crystal Skulls first to cleans your area.
1. Place your palms in the patient's shoulder.
2. Think : "I'm now activating the 13 Crystal Skulls for ... (Your patient name)."
3. Let the energy flow by itself. This process will done about 10 minutes.
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TO RECEIVE THE ATTUNEMENT :
1. Sit on a comfort position, but keep your spine straight.
2. Mentally : "Now, i'm ready to receive 13 Crystal Skulls Attunement from ... (Your
teacher name). This is I do for the Highest Good of All. So mote it be !”
3. Visualize a Crystal Skull in your Crown Chakra.
4. Stop this process whenever you have feel enough. And drink a glass of water after
that.

TO PASS THE ATTUNEMENT :
1. Find a quite place where you wont be disturbed.
2. Cleanse the place first at least 30 minutes before passing the attunement. You can
using Reiki, or you can activate the 13 Crystal Skulls first to cleans your place.
3. Sit on a comfort position, but keep your spine straight.
4. Visualize a circle of 12 Crystal Skulls and your student in the center of this circle
(See The Picture below), with a Crystal Skull in above the head / your student's
Crown Chakra.
5. Mentally : "Now, i send the 13 Crystal Skulls Attunement to ... (Mention your student
name) at ... (Student location). I ask God to protect us during this process and forever.
This is I do for the Highest Good of All. So mote it be !”
6. You can doing a short meditation after that.
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Student with a crystal skull in
the Crown Chakra

All the red cyrcles is
12 Crystal Skulls.
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FOUNDER’S PROFILE

Hi ...
My name Hari Andri Winarso, the founder of Dharmasatya Workshops
(Now handled by Argandini Titisari), founder and director of Soul
Unfoldment Academy. I'm also the founder of several energy systems for
healing, clearing, cleansing, protection and others. I'm a practitioner of
several oriental traditions like as gTummo, Pranic Healing, Indonesian
Inner Power, etc.
I began my journey is not in the Reiki Healing Systems, but in the Traditional Mystic
Javanism. In the end of 2001, I took my first attunement and become a Reiki Master early
2002. Since then i become a certified Reiki Master Teacher and has been attuned to a large
number of healing modalities. I'm also a Mental Trainer, I often provide the mental training
for anothers through my Firewalking session.
And the last, I’m also a writer / novelist.
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I Hope You Have Enjoyed To Reading And Learning This
Manual and Also Enjoy Your Attunement.

With Love,

Hari Andri Winarso
Founder Of Soul Unfoldment

www.soulunfoldment.com

Please, Don't Give This Manual And Attunement For Others With Freely. This
Can’t Be An Attunement Exchange, Swaps, Or With Others Name.
In addition, there is a set fee of US $25.99 for resale of this system by others. This
system cannot be passed for free by yahoo or any other free online groups. This
system can be passed on Ebay but please keep the fixed fee intact.

NOTE : ALL INFORMATION IN THIS MANUAL AND
THIS SYSTEM IS COPYRIGHTED.
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